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The Virtual 3D custom desk simulator of the guitar amp that already has a physical analog model. Sounds more natural and
more dynamic than the original models of Kontakt players. Ease of use, Accessibility, and Visualization. Positive Grid BIAS FX
has a unique interface that enables its users to manipulate their amps models in a unified and simple way. The BIAS FX unique
interface includes the guitar amp three parameters: cutoff frequency, volume, and cabinet models. Scroll to see a description of

each parameter. Positive Grid BIAS FX has a special tool to include and create cabinets. Simply select a cabinet from the
default catalog, adjust its dimensions, add its sound color, assign a . and assign a 7:1 approximation to control the level of
reflection for the entire cabinet. Whether you have a guitarist or a drummer, with the effect can be applied to any type of

model. The effect of bending and the resonance of the string, and your guitar can be reproduced perfectly. Positive Grid BIAS
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FX comes with a powerful engine that enables its users to assign and create custom presets, models, and simulations of cabinets.
Each preset is called a project in the program, and they can be freely moved and customized. Also, adjust the front panels of

your guitar amp, effectively simulating the response of the speaker. The system of BIAS FX will easily integrate into your guitar
amp, and will you quickly begin to know your amp and getting a new vibe. Positive Grid BIAS FX requires the purchase of a
license. By the way, it is also included in the installation. Ease of use, Accessibility, and Visualization. Simply select a license
from the default catalog, configure if you want, and begin to use the software. Plus, if you wish to change the default settings
and restore the setup, simply uninstall the software and reinstall. Positive Grid BIAS FX is still under active development and

the improvement of new features and improvements is ongoing. Positive Grid BIAS FX is a project that, working with the
software, will be a tool for guitarists and guitarists in digital form. Thanks for your attention, now download Positive Grid BIAS
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